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Description

now the html source of the input radio block looks like

```html
<form ...>
  <div class="clearfix">
    ...
  </div>
  <input type="radio" value="yes" name="location[optimistic_import]" id="location_optimistic_import_yes"> Fix Location on Mismatch
  <input type="radio" value="no" checked="checked" name="location[optimistic_import]" id="location_optimistic_import_no"> Fail on Mismatch
</form>
```

But must look like:

```html
<form ...>
  <div class="clearfix">
    ...
  </div>
  <label class="radio-inline">
    <input type="radio" value="yes" name="location[optimistic_import]" id="location_optimistic_import_yes"> Fix Location on Mismatch
  </label>
  <label class="radio-inline">
    <input type="radio" value="no" checked="checked" name="location[optimistic_import]" id="location_optimistic_import_no"> Fail on Mismatch
  </label>
</form>
```

Associated revisions

Revision 4dfba1a1 - 08/16/2018 10:47 AM - Djebran Lezzoum
Fixes #24624 - Host Assign Org/Loc radio mismatch input label (#5953)

- Fixes #24624 - Host Assign Org/Loc radio mismatch input label

History

#1 - 08/15/2018 02:19 PM - Djebran Lezzoum
This is needed for automation to handle that radio buttons text without javascript usage.

#2 - 08/15/2018 02:23 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/5953 added

#3 - 08/16/2018 10:47 AM - Marek Hulán
- Target version set to 1.20.0
- Fixed in Releases 1.20.0 added

#4 - 08/16/2018 11:01 AM - Djebran Lezzoum
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset 4dfba1a1645c22df405fdc648b16348080424bb.

#5 - 10/15/2018 11:11 AM - Tomer Brisker
- Category set to Tests
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